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MATCH INFORMATION 

(SUI) FC BASEL 1893  
 

1:2 
 

CFR 1907 CLUJ (ROM) 

DATE 21 AUG 2012 VENUE St. Jakob-Park, Basel, Switzerland 

TIME 20:45 CET STAGE UEFA Champions League Play-Off, 1st Leg 

 

GOALS SCORED  
1-0 Marco STRELLER (44’), 1-1 Modou SOUGOU (66’),  
1-2 Modou SOUGOU (71’) 

 

SANCTIONS 

Yellow Card(s) 9 (5-4) 

Pantelis KAPETANOS (CLU, 45+2’), Valentin STOCKER (BSL, 46’), 
David DEGEN (BSL, 52’), Mario FELGUEIRAS (CLU, 52’), Rafael 
BASTOS (CLU, 55’), Aleksandar DRAGOVIĆ (BSL, 78’), Markus 
STEINHÖFER (BSL, 90+4’), Bakary SARÉ (CLU, 90+4’), Alexander 
FREI (BSL, 90+4’) 

Red Card(s) none  

Penalty Kick(s) none  

 

MATCH OFFICIALS 

Officials Name Origin Marks Difficulty 

Referee Jonas ERIKSSON SWE 7,2 Medium 

Assistant Referee 1 Mathias KLASENIUS SWE 8,0 Medium 

Assistant Referee 2 Daniel WÄRNMARK SWE 7,9 Medium 

Fourth Official Stefan WITTBERG SWE 7,8 Low 

Additional Assistant Referee 1 Martin STRÖMBERGSSON SWE 8,0 Low 

Additional Assistant Referee 2 Tobias MATTSSON SWE 8,0 Low 

UEFA Delegate Harry BEEN NED 

UEFA Referee Observer Wilfried HEITMANN GER 

Blog Referee Observer Pascal J. SUI 

 

EVALUATION SCALE 

Marks Classification of the marks*  

9,0 – 10,0 Excellent performance. 

8,5 – 8,9 
Very good fulfillment of the criteria’s majority and important decision(s) correctly 
taken. 

8,0 – 8,4 Good, expected level. 

7,8 – 7,9 Satisfactory performance with some areas for improvement. 

7,6 – 7,7 Acceptable performance with important areas for improvement. 

7,4 – 7,5 One crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 8,0 and above. 

7,2 – 7,3 One crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 7,6 – 7,9. 

7,1 More than one crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 8,0 and above. 

7,0 More than one crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 7,6 – 7,9. 
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6,5 – 6,9 
Below expected level, inconsistent application of the laws [, defective control as 
well as an insufficient tactical approach], (a) crucial situation(s) misvalued and 
therefore a disappointing performance with significant points for improvement.** 

6,0 – 6,4 Unacceptable performance. 

* The degree of difficulty must be integrated into the mark. 
** The criteria in square brackets [ ] only refers to the referee, not to the (additional) assistant referees. 
*** Expected level does not necessarily mean that there are no areas for improvement. 
**** The standard mark for additional assistant referees and fourth officials, who have to cope with a 
normal/expected level of challenges, is 8,0. For every other official, the standard mark is 8,2/8,3. 
 

Explanation for the Degree of Difficulty that is integrated in the marks and is to be considered 
separately for every match official. 

Low Nearly no challenging situations for the official. 

Medium Normal match for the respective official with a few challenging situations. 

High Difficult match for the respective official with difficult and important situations to solve. 

 
 
 

Description of the match 

The match was played at Basel’s St. Jakob-Park which was only half-filled however for this Champions 
League play-off first leg match. It was a very warm evening with temperatures of around 37°C at kick-
off. Maybe due to that reason the pace of play was quite slow in the first half. Basel had more of the 
game and deservedly took the lead through a stunning volley goal by Streller at the very end of the first 
half. The match became much more intense after the break and end the end the home side were 
made to pay for their defensive weaknesses. Cluj played their counter-attacks very cleverly and their 
lightning quick striker Sougou scored twice and also hit the post once. 
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REFEREE 

 

1) Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game, Disciplinary Control and (technical) 
Management of the game. The assessment should be reinforced by listing exemplary situations 
with minutes for key elements and by mentioning and evaluating every personal punishment 
issued by the referee as well as other important decisions. 
 

Comments 

Eriksson showed considerable weaknesses in foul detection; sometimes he was lenient, sometimes he 
was strict – there was no clear line. Degen was only booked for a cynical tackle on Rui Pedro for which 
he should have been sent off. The other disciplinary measures were good until the additional time, 
when the Swedish team had problems to adequately solve an altercation between various players of 
both teams. Good use of the advantage rule. 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

2 
Basel’s Streller collides with Rada and demands a penalty; no clear foul however and 
therefore reasonable to let the game go on; very good positioning by Eriksson 

17 Obvious foul by a Cluj player not recognized by Eriksson 

45+2 
YC for Kapetanos for using his elbow in an aerial duel; correct, but it took to long for 
the card to be shown 

46 YC for Stocker; tactical foul; correct 

52 
Brutal tackling by Degen on Rui Pedro; should have been a red card; only yellow in 
Eriksson’s opinion; AR1 Klasenius who was very close to the incident didn’t help either 

52 
Cluj’s goalkeeper Mario Felgueiras is booked for dissent in the aftermath of the Degen 
incident. 

55 Bastos gestures for his opponent to be booked – and gets a YC himself 

78 Correct YC for Dragović for a hard foul on Ronny 

90+4’ 
A duel between Saré and Dragović leads to a mass brawl.  Questionable YC to Saré 
and Steinhöfer. Dragović who had been the main aggressor escapes unpunished. AR2 
Wärnmark wasn’t too much of a helpf either.  

90+4’ Another YC for dissent – this time for A.Frei 

 
 

2) Physical Condition  
 

 

+ o - Aspect 

X   
Adequate Positioning (also at set pieces), always close to play,  
no interference with it 

 X  
Adequate Movement, diagonal system, decreases the distance 
to play in crucial situations and enters the penalty area if 
necessary 

 X  Anticipation of situations and awareness 

 X  Physical Condition and stamina in general 
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Good physical condition of the referee; especially considering the high temperatures. 

 

3.1) Personality, Tactical Approach (referring to the referee’s style of gaining authority and 
control, the degree of mutual respect between players and referee and the referee’s general 
appearance and manner of leading the match on the pitch. Exemplary situations that might 
bolster the observer’s assessment can be integrated into the coherent text (minutes then in 
brackets)) 
 

Comments 

For most of the game, Eriksson could rely on his natural authority to control the match. Some 
inconsitent decisions visibly started to irritate the players, however. In the end, Eriksson lost his 
composure and tried to regain control by angrily shouting at players and dashing out too many cards. 

 

3.2) Match Control (referring to the level of control accomplished by the referee. Exemplary 
situations that might bolster the observer’s assessment can be integrated into the coherent 
text (minutes then in brackets)) 
 

Comments 

Eriksson had no problems to control the match until the additional time of the second half when he 
completely lost control and did not manage to calm down the situation. 

 
 

4) Co-operation with (additional) assistant referees and fourth official. 
 

Comments 

The ARs did not help the referee enough in critical situations (52’, 90+4’). 

 
 

5) Summary, general comments on the referee’s performance and areas for improvement 
 

Comments 

Eriksson is certainly not on the same level as his predecessors Frisk and Fröjdfeldt. His weaknesses 
in foul detection were one of the reasons that this match became more difficult to referee than it 
needed to be. 
 
 

Positive points 

1. Good positioning and fitness 

2. Good natural authority in general 

3. Dissent was sanctioned in a consequent way 
 

Areas for improvement 

1. Foul detection 

2. Dealing with hectic situations 

3.  
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ASSISTANT REFEREE 1 

 
 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  
 
 

 

+ o - Aspect 

X   Adequate Positioning and Movement  

 X  Physical Condition and Stamina 

 X  Flag Technique in compliance with FIFA instructions 

  X 
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee 

X   Dealing with offside situations (“wait-and-see-technique”…) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the assistant referee’s physical and technical aspects by 
listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an awarded “-“ 
(negative point). 
 
(see below) 
 
 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game (specially Law 11), 
every offside / critical NO offside situation as well as other meaningful situations are to be 
listed in the grid below. 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

31 Offside decision; probably correct 

34 Offside decision; no replay 

48 NO offside call leading to a huge chance for Basel; correct and not easy to see 

52 Did not advise Eriksson that Degen should have been sent off 

58 Close offside call; no replay 

74 Offside call; no replay 
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ASSISTANT REFEREE 2 

1 

 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  

 
 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  Adequate Positioning and Movement  

 X  Physical Condition and Stamina 

 X  Flag Technique in compliance with FIFA instructions 

 X  
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee 

 X  Dealing with offside situations (“wait-and-see-technique”…) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the assistant referee’s physical and technical aspects by 
listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an awarded “-“ 
(negative point). 
 
 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game (specially Law 11), 
every offside / critical NO offside situation as well as other meaningful situations are to be 
listed in the grid below. 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

23 No offside call leading to a chance for Basel; probably correct 

43 No offside call against Basel; hard to see, but wrong 

46 Good intervention after the foul by Stocker 

47 No offside call; correct 

90+4’ 
Not enough support for the main referee in the Dragović/Saré incident and the resulting 
mass brawl 
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ADDITIONAL ASSISTANT REFEREE 1 

 
 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  
 

 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  
Adequate Positioning and Movement based on a good Physical 
Condition 

 X  
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee (specially at set pieces like corner-kick 
or free-kick) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the additional assistant referee’s physical and technical 
aspects by listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an 
awarded “-“ (negative point). 
 
 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game, meaningful 
decisions are to be listed in the grid below. 
 

Comments  

No notable involvement 
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 ADDITIONAL ASSISTANT REFEREE 2  
 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  
 

 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  
Adequate Positioning and Movement based on a good Physical 
Condition 

 X  
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee (specially at set pieces like corner-kick 
or free-kick) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the additional assistant referee’s physical and technical 
aspects by listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an 
awarded “-“ (negative point). 
 
 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game, meaningful 
decisions are to be listed in the grid below. 
 

Comments  

No notable involvement 
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FOURTH OFFICIAL 
 

Reference to execution of technical procedures, important aspects and potential involvements  
 

Comments 

For the first time, Assistant referees were used as fourth officials. It was visible in some situations, that 
Wittberg is not yed used to this new role. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Reported by: Pascal J. 
 

22 August 2012, Switzerland  


